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ELECTRONIC CURRENCY, ELECTRONIC

Internet. A consumer issues instructions to purchase goods or

WALLET THEREFOR AND ELECTRONIC
PAYMENT SYSTEMS EMPLOYING THEM

services on the Internet and money for these items are trans

ferred from the consumer’ s Cybercash bank account to that of
the merchant’s. Transactions are anonymous unless the seller

speci?cally asks for the identity of the buyer.

REFERENCE TO CO-PENDING APPLICATIONS

Yet another concept called the “Netbill” requires a buyer on

This application claims priority as a continuation applica
tion of US. patent application Ser. No. 09/644,104, ?led on

the Internet to ?rst put money in a Netbill account and sub

sequent transactions made by the buyer are to be draWn off
from the account sum orbalance. Accounts of both buyers and

Aug. 23, 2000 (allowed); Which claims priority to (a) Israeli
patent application number 132919, ?led on Nov. 14, 1999; (b)
Israeli patent application number 131672, ?led on Aug. 31,
1999; and (c) Israeli patent application number 131612, ?led

sellers are maintained on a Netbill server, to keep transactions

off the Internet and to maintain loWer transaction costs. After

a purchase is made, the transfer of funds Will automatically
take place at the server. Digital goods, e.g. programs, docu

on Aug. 26, 1999.

ments etc. are transferred to the buyer in encrypted form.
When the Netbill account has cleared the transaction, a

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

receipt containing the key to the encrypted goods is sent to the

The invention relates to electronic currency. More particu
larly, the invention relates to electronic cash money “to the
bearer”, to electronic Wallets carrying such cash money, and

to electronic payment systems employing them.

merchant, then forWarded to the consumer. A tWo-step pro
cess called “Millicent” had also been introduced, using fake
20

money. A merchant creates its oWn electronic currency, or

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

“scrip”, that is sold to brokers. Brokers then sell the scrip to
buyers. Sellers deal With just a handful of accounts, spreading

Electronic payment transactions have become increasingly
important, and tremendous efforts are constantly placed into
the development of suitable systems for carrying out such

transaction costs over a large volume of purchases. Millicent
customers need to buy currency from only a feW trusted
brokers.
Another system is the so-called “Digicash” or “ecash”. In

25

transactions. One such system is the so-called “electronic

theory this system turns a user’ s or buyer’ s hard drive on a PC
into a purse. To use this system, one ?rst establishes an
account With a bank. To obtain digicash or ecash, the user
and services. The electronic Wallet present several problems 30 creates a series of numbers that Will represent a mixture of

Wallet” or “electronic purse”, Which holds sums of money
Withdrawn from a bank, Which can be used to pay for goods

coins or money bills in various denominations according to
the user’ s oWn Wishes. This request for digicash is then sent to
the bank, Which deducts the total amount requested from the

Which, so far, have limited its use: it has a considerable

security problem, inasmuch as the loss of the Wallet entails
the loss of the money it carries, it requires sophisticated

user’ s existing valid account. The bank then sends the user an

storage means, coupled With a “smart car ”, as Well as com

plicated and expensive encryption procedures. It further pre

35

sents a disadvantage that renders it unattractive for many
persons, namely, it causes a loss of feeling of control over the
money it contains. Since all procedures are automated,

a speci?ed amount of money. Before the user can actually use

these encrypted series of numbers from the bank to purchase

encrypted and electronic, With only minimal intervention of
the oWner, many oWners feel that they have no real control
over the movement of their money.

goods or services on the Net, the user must ?rst obtain a user
40

Electronic cash has many applications, ranging from the
use of electronic Wallets carried on the oWner, in lieu of credit

cards, in daily transactions and including payments for goods
and services purchased over the Internet. While purchases

45

made over the Internet are by no means the sole use for the

electronic cash, they probably are the most problematic,

mainly because of security problems.
The problem of payments over the Internet is Well knoWn,
and many solutions to it have been suggested. The problem is

50

a complicated one, because the use of credit cards over the

Internet is unsafe, and because in many transactions the buyer
does not Wish to provide details of himself, or of his bank
account.

Among the systems suggested to overcome this problem,

55

there can be mentioned a feW. For instance, a concept called
“First Virtual” ?rst asks a potential customer to ?ll out an

application form providing standard personal information.
First Virtual Would then send a personal identi?cation number
(PIN) With an 800 number over the Internet to the customer’ s

equivalent amount of ecash as an encrypted email message
containing a series of numbers. Each number corresponds to

60

name and a passWord from Digicash. Then the user has to

doWnload Digicash’s ecash softWare to the user’s PC. The
?nal step is to create the user’s oWn encryption key (in
essence another passWord) and together With the user’ s pass
Word obtained earlier from Digicash, the user can then spend
ecash on the Net. The operation of this system is illustrated in
FIG. 1.
Another prior art system is NetCash, Which is described in

“Gennady Medvinsky and B. Clifford Neuman, Electronic
Currency for the Internet, Electronic Markets Vol 3. No. 9/10,
October 1993, pages 23-24”, and in “Gennady Medvinsky
and B. Clifford Neuman, NetCash: A design for practical
electronic currency on the Internet, In Proceedings of the First
ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Secu
rity, November 1993. It is a frameWork for electronic cash
developed at the Information Sciences Institute of the Uni
versity of Southern California. It uses identi?ed on-line elec
tronic cash. Although the cash is identi?ed there are mecha
nisms Whereby coins can be exchanged to alloW some
anonymity. The system is based on distributed currency serv
ers Where electronic checks can be exchanged for electronic

email. Then the customer is supposed to use the 800 number
to give the customer’s credit card information over the phone

cash. The NetCash system consists of buyers, merchants, and

to First Virtual to establish or open no more than just an

age a currency server obtains insurance for the neW currency

electronic charge account.
Another concept called “Cybercash” requires customers or
buyers on the Internet to ?rst open a special Cybercash bank
account that contains money designated for spending on the

currency servers. An organization Wishing to set up and man
from a central certi?cation authority. The currency server
65

generates a public/private key pair. The public key is then
certi?ed by being signed by the central authority. This certi?
cate contains a certi?cate ID, name of the currency server,

US 8,195,578 B2
3
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currency server’s public key, issue date and an expiry date, all

Each coin has a serial number Which is entered into the bank’ s

signed by the central authority:

database When the coin is minted. Coins have ?elds for the
coin value, serial number, bank id, bank host name and port
number, and expiry date. When these ?ve ?elds are put
together and signed With the bank’ s private key, a valid coin is
created.

The currency server mints electronic coins, Which consist

of:
1. Currency Server Name: Identi?es a currency server.

2. Currency Server Network Address; Where the currency

PayMe can be used With any Web client or server. To
purchase an item a user starts up both their PayMe Wallet and
any Web client. They broWse the Web until they ?nd a mer

server can be found. If this address is no longer in use, a name
server can be queried to ?nd the current address.

3. Expiry Date: Limits the state that must be maintained by
each currency server.

chant shop, Which Will be presented by a HTML document. A

4. Serial Number: Uniquely identi?es the coin.
5. Coin Value: Amount coin is Worth.
The coin is signed With the currency server’s private key.
The currency server keeps track of the serial numbers of all
outstanding coins. In this Way double spending can be pre
vented by checking a coin’s serial number With the currency
server at the time of purchase (or exchange). If the coin’s
serial number is in the database it has not been spent already
and is valid. When the coin is checked the serial number is
then removed from the database. The coin is then replaced

combination of PMTP messages are used in a purchase trans
action, as shoWn in FIG. 4.

All the aforementioned systems require a direct interaction
betWeen the seller and the buyer during the transfer of the

payment and/or involve complicated and time-consuming
key agreement processes.
In a recently issued patent, US. Pat. No. 5,913,203, a

system is suggested, Which is stated to provide totally anony
mous or effectively anonymous cash-like transactions, Which
20

With a neW coin (coin exchange). An electronic cheque can be
exchanged With a currency server for electronic coins. The

are accomplished by using a pseudo cash data package con
ver‘ter for inserting a user key into a pseudo cash preliminary
data packet through the use of a user insertion key to generate

currency server is trusted not to record to Whom the coins are

a pseudo cash unit With a ?xed monetary value that can be

issued. To further aid anonymity a holder of coins can go to
any currency server and exchange valid coins for neW ones.

used to purchase goods or services via the Internet. A pseudo
cash repository facilitates the cash-like transactions and
maintains a record of the pseudo cash units and their ?xed

25

The currency server does not knoW Who is exchanging coins,

only the netWork address of Where they are coming from. By

performing the exchange and by choosing any currency

monetary value. Depending upon the level of anonymity
selected by a purchaser, the pseudo cash repository can either

server to do this With, it becomes di?icult to track the path of

transmit pseudo cash preliminary data packets orpseudo cash

the coins. If a currency server receives coins that Were not 30 units to a ?rst entity. If the ?rst entity loses an effectively

anonymous pseudo cash preliminary data packet, it can be

minted by it, it Will contact the minting currency server to
validate those coins.
FIG. 2 shoWs hoW a buyer uses NetCash coins to purchase

replaced by the pseudo cash repository Without risk of loss.
This patent is said to solve one of the prior art problems
existing, e.g., in the Digicash system, in Which a user’s ecash

an item from a merchant. In this transaction the buyer remains

anonymous since the merchant Will only knoW the netWork
address of Where the buyer is coming from. NetCash assumes
that the buyer has or can obtain the public key of the merchant,
and that the merchant has the public key of the currency

35

leads to the danger that, if one has a disk crash, Which is quite
common noWadays in vieW of the complexities of modern day
softWare, or if one’s computer is stolen, one has lost his
money.

server.

Another system that has been suggested is the PayMe

40

Secure Cash Payment for WWW Resources With the PayMe
Protocol Set”, presented at the Fourth International World

its privacy.

Wide Web Conference, Dec. 11-14, 1995, Boston, Mass.,

org/Conferences/WWW4/Papers/

45

228/). PayMe is an on-line electronic cash system. The enti
ties involved are banks and users. Users can be either buyers
or merchants but each has the same functionality. They can

Because, of these facts, there is currently no electronic
“currency” that can be used in a simple manner by the general
public as Well as by Internet surfers, just as one uses bills,
coins or checks. For this reason, e-commerce is still relatively

make payments, accept payments, or deal With the bank. Each
bank mints its oWn identi?ed electronic cash With serial num

Another severe draWback of certain systems is that they

require that the cash dispenser be involved in the transaction,
to identify the users (either the buyer, the seller, or both),
rendering the transaction cumbersome, and detracting from

system (Michael Peirce and Donal O’Mahony, “Scaleable,

USAihttp ://WWW.W3.

is stored as a series of numbers on the hard disk of his PC. This

50

limited both in physical transactions, such as in shops and in
service-providing establishments, and over the Internet. It is

bers. Double spending of coins is prevented by the bank

therefore clear that there is a great need for an electronic

maintaining a database of coins in circulation. Any user in the

currency that overcomes the disadvantages of the prior art.
All the prior art methods and systems suffer from severe
draWbacks arising from a misconception that could be termed
“excessive protectivity”. The prior art does not take into

PayMe system can accept payments and make payments.
Merchants can receive payments for selling Web goods but
they can also make payments to the buyers. This can be used
for making refunds or in pay-out services. A simple model

55

account that mo st transactions made over the Internet or other

shoWing the basic functionality of the PayMe system is shoWn

LANs or WANs involve small sums. While it is important to
ascertain that theft of such sums is made dif?cult, just as one

in FIG. 3.

alone system Which has been tailored for use With the Web.

keeps his pocket money, the danger of theft does not justify
the complexity of the systems devised by the prior art.
Additionally, and largely because of said misconception,

The PayMe system uses its oWn secure communications pro

most of the prior art systems require the user to open an

Both symmetric and public-key cryptography are used.
Each entity has its oWn pubic/private key pair. It is a stand

60

tocol, the PayMe Transfer Protocol(PMTP), to communicate

account With either a bank, or a pseudo-bank, or With a sup

betWeen entities.
Coins are the pieces of data that represent monetary value

plier, and either to provide prepaid funds to these accounts,

Within the system. The coins are digitally signed by the bank
using public key cryptography to make them valid currency.

65

from Which it possible to draW, or to perform relatively com
plicated operations When the user Wishes to spend, Withdraw
or generate funds.

US 8,195,578 B2
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It is still another object of the invention to provide appara
tus useful in exploiting the invention.
Other purposes and advantages of this invention Will
appear as the description proceeds.

Another severe drawback of certain systems is that they

require that the cash dispenser be involved in the transaction,
to identify the users (either the buyer, the seller, or both),
rendering the transaction cumbersome, and detracting from

its privacy.
Because, of these facts, there is currently no electronic
“currency” that can be used in a simple manner by the general

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

public in physical transactions or When sur?ng the Internet,

The invention is directed to electronic currency, consisting

just as one uses bills, coins or checks. For this reason, e-com

of data in a form suitable to be stored in a user’s data storage

merce is still relatively limited in physical shops and over the

medium, said data comprising information on the data value,
identi?cation of each speci?c set of data or data point, and
authentication information suitable to verify that said data has

Internet.

It is therefore clear that it Would be highly desirable to
provide an electronic currency system Which is free from all
the aforementioned draWbacks, and Which permits e-com

been generated by a speci?c Currency Issuing Authority

(CIA).

merce to proceed freely, in a manner as similar as possible to
live commerce.

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide elec
tronic currency and a system for its implementation, that
overcome all the aforementioned draWbacks of the prior art.
It is another purpose of this invention to provide electronic
currency that can be converted to and from regular currency,

20

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention the
data consists of a plurality of data packets, each data packet
comprising information on its value, a unique identi?cator,
suitable to verify the identity of the data packet, and authen
tication information, suitable to verify that the data packet has

been generated by a speci?c Currency Issuing Authority

and Which can be transferred in real time from one Internet

(CIA).

user to another.

According to another preferred embodiment of the inven
tion each data packet comprises a plurality of sub-data pack
ets of value smaller than that of the data packet. Preferably,

It is a further purpose of the invention to provide an elec

tronic currency and system Which are user-independent, and

25

Which do not require a user key or identi?cation, such cur

but non limitatively, the value of all sub-data packets is the

rency being essentially “to the bearer”.
It is yet another object of the invention to provide electronic

same.

currency in electronic form that can be laWfully copied onto
magnetic, optical or other media, so as to ensure against loss
or crashes of the media Where the currency is saved.
It is a further object of the invention to provide electronic
money and systems employing it, Which can be used for
carrying out transactions over the Internet.
It is still another object of the invention to provide a method
and system Which permit to carry out delayed-payment trans
actions, much as When paying for goods or services With a

The electronic currency of the invention can be stored on
any suitable storage medium, e. g., on a magnetic data carrier
30 such as a diskette or a hard disk drive, or on an optical data

carrier, such as a CD-ROM, or can be stored in machine

readable printed form, such as a bar code.
Broadly speaking, the invention can be used, in various
embodiments thereof, inter alia, in one of the folloWing three
35

1) In private systems Where anti-theft measures are taken care
by the structure or independent security means of the sys

post-dated check.
It is a further object of the invention to provide a method
and currency Which can be used for the simultaneous service
receipt/payment, and Which can further be used for payments
Which are linked to the quantity of goods or services elec

tem;
40

Many preferred embodiments of the invention are useful in
45

discussed in detail beloW.
As said, the electronic currency of the invention can be
used in any Way, for electronic commerce, Whether by means
of an electronic Wallet or purse carried by the oWner, or in
remote e-commerce carried out over communication lines,

provided, either by algorithmic or by electronic methods.
HoWever, if no independent security system exists, there
remains a concern that currency theft may be effected at the

2) In any system Where anti-theft measures are provided at the
user’s level, e.g., at the CPU level; or

3) In any system, regardless of its inherent level of security,
using the additional data of the invention, that Will be

tronically fumished.
any system in Which no concern for electronic theft exists,
such as, e.g., private LANs or WANs, or public WANs, such
as the Internet, in Which other independent security means are

systems:

such as cellular telephone systems or any other line of com
munication over Which e-commerce can be effected, the most
50

user’s level, e.g., by hostile doWnloadables or virus-like pro
grams that may in?ltrate the user’s system. Such programs
may, unknoWn to the user, copy the valid currency from the
location Where it is stored to another location, and then use it

important example of Which is the Internet e-commerce.
Throughout this speci?cation, When reference is made to
the Internet as the e-commerce system, it is meant to indicate
any other communication method or system over Which

e-commerce can be effected, and the description to folloW
55

applies mutatis mutandis to any such communication method
and system. The Internet is used here for the sake of illustra
tion, it being understood that the invention is not limited to it,
or to any other particular system. Furthermore, When refer

60

solved, to use the aforementioned method for transactions

Works, e.g., Where tWo different netWorks cooperate in the
communication system, such as may be a cooperation of the
Internet With a cellular phone system, via an appropriate

involving large sums.

interface that Will be easily appreciated by the skilled person.

to carry out purchases. Such programs may even copy the
entire data hard disk or other drive Where the Internet money

is stored.
Although the use of small amounts of money for small

purchases greatly diminishes this danger, theft of this type is
still possible. Furthermore, it is also possible, When the prob
lem of this kind of theft (as opposed to physical theft) is
It is therefore another object of the present invention to
provide a method and system for eliminating the problem of
electronic theft of electronic currency, in systems employing
an isolation server to effect currency transactions.

ence is made to a netWork, it may also refer to mixed net

Thus, in another aspect, the invention is directed to an
65

Internet currency system, comprising:
at least one user connected to the Internet;

at least one supplier connected to the Internet;

US 8,195,578 B2
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provided is a diskette located in a ?oppy disk drive of the
Internet terminal of the ?rst user. According to another pre
ferred embodiment of the invention the the data storage
medium in Which the active data packets are provided is a
smart card located in a smart-card reader associated With the
Internet terminal, or other terminal, of the ?rst user.
In the context of the present invention the terms “PC”,
“Intemet terminal” and “computer” are used interchangeably,
and they all mean computer-based devices Which are capable

a data packets database (DPD) associated With a Currency

Issuing Authority (CIA) comprising information on
each and every data packed issued by said CIA;
one or more Currency Issuing Authority trusted servers

(CIAS), said trusted servers collectively comprising:
a) access to the DPD of the CIA;
b) software to communicate With an active data packet
area of a user, and to manipulate data packets located

therein;
c) software to generate data packets; and

to connect over a LAN or WAN, such as the Internet or a

d) softWare to transmit data packets to a provider or to
another user over the Internet or other communication

cellular phone netWork, and to perform basic communication
functions, and they include cellular phone devices.

channel.
In still another aspect, the invention is directed to a method

In a preferred embodiment of the invention an Agent
located on the user’s PC is used to permit the CIAS to gain

for effecting currency transactions betWeen tWo users over a

access to the active packet area of the user. Preferably, but non

communication system, such as the Internet, comprising:
a) providing a plurality of data packets representative of a
sum, each of said plurality of data packets comprising
information on its value, a unique identi?cator, suitable
to verify the identity of the data packet, and authentica
tion information, suitable to verify that the data packet

limitatively, the veri?cation that the data packets have been
issued by the speci?ed CIA is effected by decrypting an
encrypted identi?cator associated With the data packet. The
veri?cation that the data packets have not been previously
20

used in a previous transaction, on the other hand, can be

effected by verifying the data packet status in the CIA data

has been generated by a speci?c Currency Issuing

packet database using its unique identi?cator.

Authority (CIA);
more of said data packets;
c) When a transaction is to be effected, alloWing a CIA

The neWly generated data packets can be transmitted to the
second user in any suitable Way, e. g., by Writing them directly
on a speci?ed data storage area, or by alloWing it to doWnload
the data packets from the CIAS.
The invention also encompasses a method for reclaiming

trusted server CIAS to gain access to said active data

lost or stolen electronic money in the electronic currency

b) providing an active data packets area in a data storage
medium associated With a ?rst user, comprising one or 25

packets area, and to manipulate data therein;
d) transmitting to the CIAS information representing the

30

sum to be transferred from the ?rst user to the second
user;

e) transmitting to the CIAS data packets cumulatively rep
resentative of the sum to be transferred from said ?rst to
said second user;

invalidated the data packets deemed lost or stolen in the CIA

database; and 2) the CIAS has kept the neWly generated data
35

f) verifying in the CIAS the identity of the data packets as

40

In another aspect, the invention comprises a method for
effecting delayed payments over the Internet (or other com
munication system) in the Internet currency system of the

invention, comprising setting an agreed date for payment by
a ?rst user to a second user, alloWing a CIAS server to invali

from the active data packets area of the ?rst user, by
deleting them or marking them as spent; and

(2) generating neW data packets corresponding to the

packets in escroW, against a legitimate claim for the invali
dated data packets by a third person, for a predetermined

period of time.

having been issued by the speci?c CIA involved;
g) verifying in the CIAS that the data packets have not been
previously used to effect a previous transaction;

h) When veri?cation required in steps f) and g) has been
obtained, carrying out the steps of:
(l) removing the data packets involved in the transaction

system of the invention, comprising contacting a CIAS With
the data identifying the speci?c data packets deemed to be lost
or to have been stolen, and receiving neW, replacement data
packets to replace those lost or stolen, after the CIAS has: 1)

date an agreed to sum oWned by said ?rst user, and transfer
ring said agreed to sum from the CIAS to the second user at a
45

predetermined time.

vider” are used interchangeably, as required in any case to

The invention further provides a method for effecting
simultaneous receipt by a user of goods or services provided
by a provider, and payment therefor, in the Internet currency
system of the invention, comprising providing to a CIAS data
concerning fractional payments to be made, and the time
intervals at Which such payments are to be made, continu
ously verifying by the provider that such fractional sums are

better illustrate the speci?c situation discussed. Thus, accord

received at the required time intervals, continuing to provide

sum of the data packets removed in step (1), less any
commission, if any, and transmitting them to the sec
ond user.

In the context of the invention different types of users exist.
Typically, one user Will be the buyer and another Will be the

50

provider of services or goods. The terms “user” and “pro
ing to a preferred embodiment of the invention in the method
discussed above the second user is a services or goods pro

the service or goods as long as said sums are received at the
55

required time intervals, and discontinuing or suspending the

vider.
The authentication information included in the data packet

provision of said services or goods if said fractional payments

is preferably, but non-limitatively, encrypted. The data stor

such as softWare services, for instance, gaming softWare ser
vices, or music or images.

cease to be received. The services received can be of any kind,

age medium in Which the active data packets are provided can
be of any suitable type, e.g., it can be a hard disk drive, or an

The electronic currency can be converted into other cur

optical disk drive, or the like, located on the Internet terminal
of the ?rst user. Alternatively, said data storage medium can

rencies by setting an exchange rate for the electronic currency

be a hard disk drive, or an optical disk drive, or an electro

originating from other CIAs, providing the electronic cur
rency to be exchanged to an exchange agent, for invalidation

relative to real currencies or to other electronic currencies

optical disk drive, or the like, located aWay from the Internet
terminal of the ?rst user.

According to one particular embodiment of the invention
the data storage medium in Which the active data packets are

65

by a CIAS, and receiving from said exchange agent the
exchanged currency after a corresponding amount has been
sent by the CIAS to the account-of the exchange agent. In the
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case that the exchange agent is a CIAS, all transactions are
effected directly from and to the user’s data storage areas
and/ or physical accounts.
In another aspect, the invention is directed to a method for

previously spent sequence of symbols. This sequence is dif
ferent from the one already used, and is knoWn only to the

effecting transactions over a LAN or WAN, such as the Inter

of said sequences of symbols can be used for any sub-set of a

net or a cellular telephone network, comprising indirectly

speci?c set of data.
According to another preferred embodiment of the inven
tion the sequence of symbols is such as to be input by a
computer-related device. The computer-related device can be

user and CIAS.

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention each

exchanging currency betWeen different parties through at
least one intermediary, and Wherein the identity of the cur
rency reaching said intermediary from a ?rst user changes
before leaving said intermediary to a second user. The inter

any suitable device and, for instance, can be selected from a
keyboard, a mouse, an optical reader, a bar-code reader, a
communication port, a magnetic card reader or a smart-card
reader.
The additional data or sequence of symbols can be of any

mediary may, of course, be a server.

In yet another aspect, the invention is directed to a system
for effecting transactions over a LAN or WAN, such as the

Internet or a cellular telephone netWork, comprising at least

suitable type. According to a preferred embodiment of the
invention, for convenience of use by the user, the sequence of

one isolation server and tWo or more user connected betWeen

them over the Internet or the cellular telephone netWork for

communication purposes, but isolatedly connected betWeen
them through said isolation server for the purpose of exchang
ing electronic money betWeen them. The terms “isolation” or

symbols comprises digits and/or characters.
20

The one or more sequences of symbols is uniquely related
to a speci?c set of data packets. The relation can be of any

25

type. For instance the relation of the sequence of symbols to
the set of data packets can connected to the data packet unique
identi?cation, e.g., by a formula used to calculate it, or by a
part of the unique identi?cators of data packets Within a set or
subset, or by additional set identi?cators, etc.

“isolation server” are meant to indicate that no simultaneous
or direct involvement exists betWeen the users in the process

of moving currency through the LAN or WAN.
In another aspect, the invention is directed to a method for

preventing the electronic theft of electronic currency, said
electronic currency consisting of data in a form suitable to be
stored in a user’ s data storage medium associated With at least

The additional data or sequence of symbols can be pro
vided to the user in any suitable manner, as long as it remains

one device connectable to a LAN or WAN, such as the Inter

knoWn only to the CIAS and to the user, and is not available

net or a cellular telephone netWork, said data comprising
information on the data value, identi?cation of each speci?c
set of data or data point, and authentication information suit

on a computer or storage area Where an electronic thief may
30

tion the one or more sequences of symbols are printed on a

printed matter, e. g., printed matter Which is supplied together

able to verify that said data has been generated by a speci?c

With a data carrier, or attached to it, or directly printed
thereon.

Currency Issuing Authority (CIA), comprising:
(a) generating one or more sequences of symbols, each of
said one or more sequence of symbols being associated
With a speci?c set of data;
(b) Whenever a part of said speci?c set of data is to be used
as electronic currency, providing to a Currency Issuing
Authority trusted Server (CIAS) at least one of said one

35

According to another preferred embodiment of the inven
tion the one or more sequences of symbols are printed out by

40

or more sequence of symbols;

(c) authenticating said part of said speci?c set of data only

printer means associated With Internet currency dispensing
apparatus, e.g., by a cash machine.
It should be appreciated that the additional data has the
added advantage of providing the user With increased control
over the electronic transaction. Thus, many of the average
user’s current reservations over the use of electronic purses,
Where processes take place over Which the user has no con

if said one or more sequence of symbols matches the

identi?cation of said speci?c set of data.
Each sequence of symbols used to match the identi?cation
of a speci?c set of data is spent and cannot be used again.
Thus, it is impossible to use a spent sequence of symbols in
conjunction With another part of the same set of data. The

retrieve it. According to a preferred embodiment of the inven

45

trol, are overcome by the additional safety feature of the
additional data Which is under the direct control of the user.

The additional data is preferably, but non-limitatively, gen
erated in a random manner, such that there is no ?xed rule that
may permit a thief to calculate a set of additional data from

CIAS keeps record of spent sequences of symbols, and does

given payment requested by the user, and completes the vali

one already used. The additional data may be provided to the
user in many Ways, e.g., in printed form When issuing the
currency, as detailed above, or by any other channel. For
instance, if the user Wishes its bank to issue to him electronic
money by modem connection betWeen its terminal and the
bank, the additional data may be faxed to the user by the bank,
or provided by any other different channel.
In another aspect the invention is directed to a method for

dation process When the sequence of symbols is entered by

effecting secure currency transactions betWeen tWo users

not validate any more payments that rely on a spent sequence

50

of symbols. In the context of this invention the terms “addi
tional data” and sequence of symbols” are used interchange
ably to indicate the same entity.
It should be realiZed that in this Way the electronic theft is
rendered impossible. The CIA prevalidates a given sum for a

55

the user. Since the sum and sequence of symbols are related to

over a LAN or WAN, such as the Internet or a cellular tele

a speci?c payment, but the sequence is given only after the

phone netWork, comprising carrying out a conditional vali

sum itself has been validated, there is no Way this information
can be used by an electronic thief, since it is knoWn only to the
user and the CIAS prior to validation, andbecomes useless on
validation.
Whenever a further part of said speci?c set of data is to be
used as electronic currency, a Currency Issuing Authority
trusted Server (CIAS) is provided With at least a remaining
one of said one or more sequence of symbols, other than any

60

dation of a sum of electronic money being transferred from a
user to a CIA, and ?naliZing the validation of said sum by

verifying the matching of additional data provided to the CIA
by the user With the speci?c data making up said sum of
electronic money, Wherein said additional data has been pro
65

vided to the user through channels other than the LAN or
WAN, and Wherein said additional data can be used for one

transaction only.
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As before, according to a preferred embodiment of the
invention the additional data is provided to the user in printed
form, and may comprise, e.g., a sequence of numbers and/or
of characters.
According to a preferred embodiment of the invention the

12
softWare to transmit data packets from a user to a CIAS;
one or more Currency Issuing Authority trusted servers

(CIAS), said trusted servers collectively comprising:
(1) access to the DPD of the CIA;
5

method comprises:

(2) softWare to generate data packets; and
(3) softWare to transmit data packets to a provider or to

a) providing a plurality of data packets representative of a
sum, said plurality of data packets constituting a set, and
each of said plurality of data packets comprising infor- 10
mation on its value, a unique identi?cator, suitable to

verify the identity of the data packet, and authentication
information, suitable to verify that the data packet has

another user over a netWork, such as the Internet or

other communication channel.
All that is described in this speci?cation With respect to the
Internet can, of course, be applied also to other WANs as Well,
such as a cellular telephone netWork, and the invention’ is
intended to cover any such other WANs. Reference is made to

been generated by a speci?c Currency Issuing Authority

the Internet, as the representative WAN, throughout this
description, for the sake of brevity.

(CIA), and Wherein all data packets in a set comprise a
b) providing an active data packets area in a data storage

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention the
means for preventing or rendering di?icult the electronic theft

medium associated With a ?rst user, comprising one or

of active data packets from a user comprise one or more

common identi?cator;

more of said data packets;

c) transmitting to the CIAS information representing the

20

In a further aspect the invention is directed to a device for

sum to be transferred from the ?rst user to the second

automatically WithdraWing electronic money, comprising

user;

d) transmitting to the CIAS data packets cumulatively rep
resentative of the sum to be transferred from said ?rst to
said second user;

25

e) verifying in the CIAS the identity of the data packets as
f) verifying in the CIAS that the data packets have not been
previously used to effect a previous transaction;

obtaining from the user the additional data, and verify
ing its matching to the set of data packets from Which
said data packets have been taken;
h) When veri?cation required in g) has been obtained, car
rying out the steps of:
(l) removing the data packets involved in the transaction
from the active data packets area of the ?rst user, by
deleting them or marking them as spent;
(2) generating neW data packets corresponding to the
sum of the data packets removed in step (1), less any

30
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FIG. 1 schematically illustrates the making of a purchase
With the prior art Ecash system;
FIG. 2 schematically illustrates the making of a purchase
With the prior art NetCash system;
FIG. 3 schematically illustrates the basic functionality of

55

the prior art PayMe system;

the data packets is effected by comparison With a look-up

symbols.
In another aspect the invention is directed to an electronic
currency system, such as Internet currency, comprising:
at least one user connected to a netWork such as the Internet 60

or a cellular telephone network;
at least one supplier connected to said netWork;
a data packets database (DPD) associated With a Currency

FIG. 4 schematically illustrates the making of a purchase of
a Web service With the prior art PayMe system;
FIG. 5 shoWs a diskette, containing electronic currency
according to one preferred embodiment of the;
FIG. 6 schematically illustrates a “sum of electronic
money” contained in the diskette of FIG. 5;
FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a transaction involv

ing electronic currency, according to a preferred embodiment
of the invention;

Issuing Authority (CIA) comprising information on
each and every data packed issued by said CIA;

All the above and other characteristics and advantages of
the invention Will be better understood through the folloWing
illustrative and non-limitative description of preferred

50

in the data packets. According to another preferred embodi

means for preventing or rendering di?icult the electronic
theft of active data packets from a user;

transfer the sum from his electronic purse to that of the seller.
The CIAS then validates the transaction and makes the trans
fer. The transaction can be further made secure by using the
method of the invention and providing the additional data as
a last validation step.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

ment of the invention the matching of the additional data to
table available to the CIAS. According to a preferred embodi
ment of the invention the additional data is a sequence of

telephone netWork. The CIAS is also in communication With
the electronic purse (or Wallet) of the seller. When the sum is
to be transferred, the buyer gives instructions to the CIAS to

embodiments thereof.

from the unique identi?cators of the individual data packets.
According to a preferred embodiment of the invention the
matching of the additional data to the data packets is effected
by calculation based on the additional data and data contained

device.
The method of the invention can also be suitably exploited
to carry out transactions involving electronic purses, When the
buyer and the seller are present in the ?esh. The electronic
purse (or Wallet) of the buyer (Which can be a smart-card
device or a ?oppy disk, or any other suitable data storage
device) can be inserted into a device in communication With
the CIAS over a LAN or WAN, e. g., the Internet or a cellular

35

commission, if any, and transmitting them to the sec
ond user; and
(3) invalidating the additional data used in step g) as a

matching additional data for said set of data packets.
According to a preferred embodiment of the invention the
common identi?cator of all data packets in a set is generated

electronic or magnetic storage data Writing apparatus coupled
With data printing apparatus. The Writing apparatus can be of
any suitable type, e.g., a ?oppy disk drive, and the Writing
apparatus can be a printer, a screen, or any other suitable

having been issued by the speci?c CIA involved;
g) When veri?cation of steps e) and f) has been completed,

additional data matching a set of data packets from Which the
data packets are taken.

65

FIG. 8 schematically illustrates a process, according to a

preferred embodiment of the, by Which the holder of data
packets converts them into another currency;

US 8,195,578 B2
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FIG. 9 schematically illustrates a “sum of electronic

transferred to the user via electronic mail or other communi

cation method. Thus, there is no limitation Whatsoever to the
channel through Which the electronic currency can be pro

money” consisting of a set of data packets, containing a

plurality of data packets;

vided: it can be sold in a shop, or can be WithdraWn from a

FIG. 10 illustrates additional data to be used in the example
to folloW; and
FIG. 11 schematically illustrates the use of the invention
during a physical transaction, e.g., in a shop.

bank, from an automatic dispenser/ currency changer, or can
be handed over to the user, Whether in person on a removable

media, or by electronic transmission, by another person.
Thus, one can “borroW” electronic currency from another
person to carry out a purchase, just as he Would borroW a bill

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

from a friend, to buy merchandise from a shop.
According to a preferred embodiment of The System, each
set of data packets representing electronic currency Will be

In the context of the present invention, the terms “elec
tronic money” and “electronic currency”, as Well as “Internet

accompanied by a softWare, Which Will be termed hereinafter
“Agent”, the purpose of Which Will become apparent from the
description to folloW. Alternatively, the Agent, Which is uni
versal Within a given CIA, or Within a given sub-type of

money” and “Intemet currency”, are used interchangeably.
The system of the invention Will noW be described in detail,
and Will be referred to herein as “The System”, for the sake of

brevity. It resembles in many features the monetary system of
a country, in Which there is a currency issuing authority (CIA)
that issues currency (bills, coins or money orders) to individu
als. The CIA is not involved in the transactions carried out

currency or users Within such CIA, and not associated to a

speci?c set of currency (data packets), can be provided to the
20

With the currency it issued, but is responsible for the value of
the currency and for its maintenance. The CIA continuously
examines the currency circulating on the market, replaces
damaged bills, issues neW bills and coins as needed, and
refuses to honor counterfeit currency. Each currency unit is
honored only once, viZ., if a photocopy of a bill is made, it

currency set can be used. The use of the Agent is not a must,

25

does not duplicate the buying poWer of the original bill.
According to The System, a CIA also exists, Which func
tions in a similar manner, but With many improvements and
With the differences that Will be explained in detail beloW. The

30

?nancial or other organization. As With the treasury of a
country, the basic condition for a currency to be of value is the
solvency of the CIA or of the organiZation it represents. There
35

tronic currency, and just as With countries, exchange rates can
be established betWeen different currencies issued by differ

40

preferred embodiment of The System the CIA issues currency
consisting of electronic information, Which, according to a
preferred embodiment of the invention, are data packets, each
data packet being associated With a speci?c value. The data

ferred by data transfer and manipulation apparatus. Prefer
ably, but non-limitatively, all data packets are of equal value,
50

Each data packet Pi contains, besides data indicating its
value, also a unique identi?cator, indicated by UINi, Which
uniquely identi?es it among all data packets issued by the
CIA, and authentication data, ADi, Which can be used by the
CIA, When examining a data packet, to con?rm its authentic

55

ity, viZ., that it has been generated by it. If sub-packets are
provided, each sub-packet Will be separately identi?ed.

60

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
group of sub-packets may further comprise a cumulative UIN
and AD, so that if a payment requires the handling of an entire
combined packet, there is no need to examine each sub-packet
separately. As said, authentication methods useful for this

computer again.
Still preferably, but non limitatively, each data packet, or
each set of data packets (as Will be further discussed beloW)
carries authentication data Which make it possible to be rea

sonably certain that it has been generated by the CIA. Such

after, When paying sums above $1,each group of packets
making up $1 can be treated together, and individual sub
packets can be dealt With only to complete a sum containing
cents.

data packets of differing values can be provided. The data
packet comprises information that identi?es the CIA, and
Which uniquely identi?es the data packet. Thus, every data
packet carries With it an identi?cation that permits the CIA
that has emitted it to recogniZe it When it reaches a CIA

simplicity. Of course, other values can also be provided, or the
data packets may bear smaller values, e.g., cents. Further
more, a plurality of data packets can be grouped into sub
groups. For instance, in the example of FIG. 6 each packet Pi,
having a value of $1, may be made of 100 sub-packets of ¢1
each. For ease of handling, as Will become apparent herein

45

or can comprise mixed sequences, and may further comprise
data in any form that can be suitably manipulated and trans

since this may simplify the various processes, but of course

(EC) contained in the diskette consists, according to this
particular embodiment of The System, of a plurality of data
the example of FIG. 6 has been preset at US$ 1, for the sake of

The folloWing detailed description of preferred embodi

packet can comprise a bit sequence, or a character sequence,

for ease of reference by the user. The diskette may further be

packets, P1, P2 . . . Pi, having each the same value, Which in

ent CIAs.

ments of The System Will further illustrate it. According to a

since there are other Ways to achieve the results provided by
it, but such Agent is a particularly convenient Way to operate,
and therefore it is described herein by Way of example, in
order to illustrate this particular embodiment of The System.
FIG. 5 shoWs a diskette, containing electronic currency,
according to one preferred embodiment of The System,
Which may be any commonly employed diskette, or a smart
card, Which, if desired, may be marked With a serial number,

marked With information containing the amount contained
(as shoWn in the ?gure), or With any other useful information.
FIG. 6 schematically illustrates a “sum of electronic money”
contained in the diskette of FIG. 5. The electronic currency

CIA may be a country or an organiZation Within it, or a

is no limitation on the number of CIAs that may issue elec

user from any other source, such as by doWnloading it from
the Internet. Alternatively, an Agent available from a previous

authentication is Well Within the scope of the skilled person

purpose are Well knoWn in the art.

and may be achieved by available encryption techniques, e.g.,

The Agent provided to the user, Whether With the data
packets or independently, is used, according to a preferred

using a private key, and therefore is not discussed herein in
detail, for the sake of brevity.
The data packet, or set of data packets, can be provided in
any suitable form, e.g., in magnetic form, such as on a dis
kette, or in optical form, e.g., on a CD-ROM, or can be

65

embodiment of The System, to alloW a remote server to gain
access to the area of a disk drive containing the data packets,

and to operate on such data. The Agent not only assists the
process in facilitating the access of the server to the data on

US 8,195,578 B2
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the user’s PC or the like computer, e. g., by executing appro

vider 2. These instructions can be given using a payment
program, Which can be incorporated in the Agent or may be a
separate program. Once the instructions to pay have been
given, the payment program contacts a separate server, Which
is a server belonging to the CIA, and under the sole control of
the CIA, indicated as CIAS in the ?gure. The CIAS has
available to it all information on data packets issued by it, and

priate communication protocols, but may also be provided
With security means that prevent the server from accessing
resources outside the speci?c electronic currency data pack
ets area. Providing such programs Which utiliZe resources of

a PC, and Which operate on data contained therein, is Well
Within the scope of the routineer and is therefore not dis

cussed herein in detail, for the sake of brevity. Such programs
may be, for instance, Java or Active-X programs.
Of course, Whenever it is stated that the CIAS accesses data

is provided With means for verifying the authenticity of the

data packet.
Upon receipt of the instructions of user 1 to pay a given sum
to provider 2, the CIAS accesses the active data packets area

on an active currency storage area, it should be understood
that this also includes a situation in Which the user transfers

of user 1, using the Agent as explained above, and deletes the
data packets representing the indicated sum from the speci
?ed area, or deactivates them (e. g., by inserting a private code
in their header), after having copied them to a local memory.
The procedure involved in this step Will be further explained

the data representative of the electronic currency to the CIAS,
and the CIAS only requests the transfer to be made, Without

actually gaining access to, and WithdraWing the data from, the
user’ s storage. This mode is, of course, equivalent to the mode
in Which the CIAS WithdraWs the currency, since the only
important result is that the currency reaches the CIA.
Data packet areas may be of several types. For the purpose

of clarity, the folloWing exemplary data packet areas are

20

de?ned:
“Active data packet area”: This is an area located in any
data storage area suitable for input/output operations, con

possible, and many alternative procedures for such data trans
fer can be devised by the skilled person.
The CIAS noW examines the data packets Which together

taining electronic money intended for use. This area is acces

sible to the CIA (as Will be further explained beloW), either by

beloW With reference to FIG. 8. Alternatively, of course, the
Agent or payment program transfers the currency to the CIA
and deals With the steps of marking the spent currency as
invalidated. Of course, any other alternative procedure is

25

the action of the Agent, or by any other suitable method, e. g.,
by transfer to the CIA by the user, as discussed above. The

provide the payment, and veri?es their authenticity. It further
veri?es that the data packages have not been previously used
to effect a payment, by comparing their UINs With a database

of previous transactions. If the packets satisfy both condi
user may transfer electronic money to this area from any other
tions, namely, they are authentic and have not been previously
data areas, such as a storage data packet area, or from outside
30 used, the CIAS transmits the sum they represent to provider 2.
sources;
“Storage data packet area”: This is an area in Which the user
stores valid electronic currency for non-immediate use. This
area is not accessible to the CIA;
“Back-up data packet area”: This is an area in Which the
user stores duplicates of valid electronic currency, as a safety

According to a preferred embodiment of The System, the

transfer is effected by invalidating the data packets used by
35

against data corruption, accidental deletion or other possible
problems With the currency kept in either the active data

used again.

packet area or the storage data packet area. This area is not

accessible to the CIA;
“Archive data packet area”: This is an area in Which active
records of spend electronic money are kept. The records may
contain information on the amount spent, the date and time of
the transaction, the identi?cation of the provider to Which the
money has been transferred, the identi?cation of the speci?c
CIA server that handled the transaction, etc. This area is
accessible to the CIA, if the user so desires.
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During this transaction, the CIAS can also charge user 1
and/or provider 2 a commission for the service, e.g., by With
draWing from the data packets area of user 1 a sum or per
45

customers.
50

the data packet areas that have to be accessible to the CIA are
connected, or can be connected When needed, in any suitable
Way to a LAN or WAN, such as the Internet.
55

issuing authority. Thus, any payment received from the CIAS
60

transaction involving electronic money Which, in this
example, is Internet currency, is given. A user, 1, interacts
With a provider, 2, via the Internet (broken arroWs). When a
transaction has been decided upon, and the time comes to

effect actual payment, the user 1 “effects payment”, by pro
viding its terminal or PC (or any other external or internal
device) With instructions to transfer the required sum to pro

In this Way, user 1 is safe, since its active data packet area
can be accessed only by a trusted server, i.e., the CIAS, and
since the user may decide What amounts he Will keep in such
area from time to time, leaving in the accessible area only the
needed sums of money. The provider 2, on the other hand, is
secure since it receives its payment from the CIA, and this
payment is tantamount to the issuance of neW money from the

provider of services or goods. Alternatively, hoWever, a sepa
rate payment program may be provided, the purpose of Which
Will be explained beloW.
Looking noW at FIG. 7, a schematic representation of a

centage in excess of the payment made, and/ or by transmit
ting to provider 2 the paid sum, less a predetermined sum or
percentage. Of course, the imposition of a commission Will be

regulated by predetermined rules betWeen the CIA and its

computer, or any other suitable data storage means, provided

The Agent can further function as the program that actually
cooperates in the transfer of the paid sum from the user to the

According to a preferred embodiment of The System, in
order to facilitate record keeping, the CIAS also Writes suit
able information on the transaction in the archive data packets
area of the user, as explained above.

Data packet areas may exist in any suitable form and loca
tion, such as on the hard disk drive of the user’s PC, on a
diskette used in a diskette drive of the PC, in a remote storage
medium, such as a hard-disk drive associated With a remote

user 1, and by issuing a neW set of data packets, for the same
value, to provider 2. In this Way, each data packet can be used
only once for payment purposes, and once it has been used it
is marked as spent in the CIA database, so that it cannot be
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is, in fact, a cash payment and the provider is not concerned
With any questions of solvency of the user. The CIA, on the
other hand, is secure, since every transaction requires that the
currency employed be examined by a CIA Server, so that full

control of all the “money” circulating in the Internet, origi
nating from the speci?c CIA, is in the CIA’s hands. Since
payments are made in small units (the data packets), and since
every unit is unique and identi?able, the CIA has full control
over forgery, theft etc., as Will be elaborated in greater details
hereinafter.
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ABSTRACT
Electronic currency consists of data in a form suitable to be
stored in a user's data storage medium, comprising information on the data value, identification of each specific set of
data or data point, and authentication information suitable to
verifY that said data has been generated by a specific Currency
Issuing Authority (CIA). A method and a system for effecting
currency transactions between two users over the Internet or
other communication network are also described.
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REEXAMINATION CERTIFICATE
monetary sum or (ii) marks one or more money-representing data packets in the first active data packets area
ISSUED UNDER 35 U.S. C. 307
THE PATENT IS HEREBY AMENDED AS
INDICATED BELOW.
Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appeared in the
patent, but has been deleted and is no longer a part of the
patent; matter printed in italics indicates additions made
to the patent.

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:
Claims 1 and 9 are determined to be patentable as
amended.
Claims 2-8 and 10-23, dependent on an amended claim, are
determined to be patentable.
1. A method for effecting currency transactions between a
first user and a second user over a network wherein said
currency is money-representing data packets, the method
comprising the following steps:
A) a Currency Issuing Authority trusted server (CIAS)
receives payment instructions from said first user to
transfer a first monetary sum to said second user,
wherein the CIAS is progrmed to receive payment
instructions from said first user only over a network
connection between said first user and a Currency Issuing Authority (CIA);
B) the CIAS accesses one or more money-representing
data packets in a first active data packets area located in
a first data storage area associated with said first user,
each of said money-representing data packets comprising information on its value [and having been provided],
wherein each of said money-representing data packets
and said information on its value are both created by
said CIA;
C) the CIAS manipulates the money-representing data
packets located in said first active data packets area to
withdraw a second monetary sum therefrom and (i)
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that equals the second monetary sum as spent; and
D) the CIAS creates one or more new money-representing
data packets corresponding to a third monetary sum.
9. A system for effecting currency transactions between
users over a network wherein said currency is money-representing data packets, comprising:
A) a Currency Issuing Authority (CIA) trusted server
(CIAS);
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B) a first active data packets area associated with a first user
provided in a first storage medium, said first active data
packets area having one or more money-representing
data packets comprising information on its or their
value, wherein each of said one or more money-representing data packets and said information on its or their
value are both created by said CIA, said first active data
packets area being accessible to the CIAS;
C) a communication line progrmed to receive from the
first user, only over a network connection between said
first user and the CIA, payment instructions to issue a
first monetary sum to a second user;
D) data transfer and manipulation apparatus programmed
to:
i) access said first user's one or more money-representing data packets in said first active data packets area;
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ii) withdraw a second monetary sum from said first
active data packets area and (i) delete said first user's
one or more money-representing data packets in the
first active data packets area that equals the second
monetary sum or (ii) mark said first user's one or more
money-representing data packets in the first active
data packets area that equals the second monetary
sum as spent; and
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iii) create one or more new money-representing data
packets corresponding to a third monetary sum.

* * * * *

